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Cultural Encounters In Translation From Arabic

The Handbook of Intercultural Discourse and Communication contains contributions from established scholars and up-and-coming
researchers from a range of disciplines to survey the theoretical perspectives and applied work in this burgeoning area of
linguistics. Features contributions from established researchers in sociolinguistics and intercultural discourse Explores the
theoretical perspectives underlying work in the field Examines the history of the field, work in cross-cultural communication, and
features of discourse ..
?????????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? The idea of translation is traditionally understood as a binary
phenomenon—a process which re-interprets and re-presents an original text in one language for a different audience in another
language. The aim of Translating Culture: Late-Victorian Literature into Chinese is to look at how the notion of culture convolutes
this predominantly language-based practice and considers its implication on a text’s “untranslatability.” By focusing on literature
of the late-Victorian period, grouping them into different themes and genres, and considering the way these texts have been
translated into Chinese, an argument will be made that the idea of culture and the practice of translation are much more closely
correlated than has been commonly assumed. In doing so, this book contributes to recent scholarship on translatology and cultural
studies by examining the exactitude to which the process of translation must account for the concept of culture, as well as with
how the former could help enhance our understanding of the latter.
This book takes a linguistic approach to translation issues, looking first at the structural view of language that explains the difficulty
of translation and at theories of cultural non-equivalence. A subsequent chapter on text types, readership and the translator's role
completes the theoretical framework. The linguistic levels of analysis are then discussed in ascending order, from morpheme up to
sentence, while a summarising chapter considers various translation types and strategies, again considered in relation to text type,
author and reader.
This collection of essays contributes to the growing field of ‘encounter studies’ within the domain of cultural history. The strength
of this work is the multi- and interdisciplinary approach, with papers on a broad range of historical times, places, and subjects.
While each essay makes a valuable and original contribution to its relevant field(s), the collection as a whole is an attempt to probe
more general questions and issues concerning the productive outcomes of cultural encounters throughout the Late Medieval and
Early Modern periods. The collection is divided into three sections organised thematically and chronologically. The first,
‘Encounters with the Past,’ focuses on the reception of classical antiquity in medieval images and texts from France, Italy and the
British Isles. The second, ‘Encounters with Religion,’ presents a selection of instances in which political, philosophical and natural
philosophical issues arise within inter-religious contexts. The final section, ‘Encounters with Humanity,’ contains essays on early
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science fiction, political symbolism, and Elizabethan drama theory, all of which deal with the conception and expression of
humanity, on both the individual and societal level. This volume’s wide range of topics and methodological approaches makes it
an important point of reference for researchers and practitioners within the humanities who have an interest in the (cross-)cultural
history of the medieval and Renaissance periods.
Translated texts are often either uncritically consumed by readers, teacher, and scholars or seen to represent an ineluctable loss,
a diminishing of original texts. Translation, however, is a cultural practice, influenced also by social and political imperatives, which
can open more doors than it closes. The essays in this book show how the act of translation, when vigilantly and critically attended
to, becomes a means for active interrogation.
This multidisciplinary collection examines the connections between education, migration and translation across school and higher
education sectors, and a broad range of socio-geographical contexts. Organised around the themes of knowledge, language,
mobility, and practice, it brings together studies from around the world to offer a timely critique of existing practices that privilege
some ways of knowing and communicating over others. With attention to issues of internationalisation, forced migration, minorities
and indigenous education, this volume asks how the dominance of English in education might be challenged, how educational
contexts that privilege bi- and multi-lingualism might be re-imagined, what we might learn from existing educational practices that
privilege minority or indigenous languages, and how we might exercise 'linguistic hospitality' in a world marked by high levels of
forced migration and educational mobility. As such, it will appeal to scholars across the social sciences with interests in education,
migration and intercultural communication.
This book investigates the process of translation in light of the dialogical principles proposed by the Russian literary theorist and
philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin. It problematizes interlingual translations by questioning the two extreme tendencies in translation;
namely, complete target-orientedness on the one hand, and close imitation of the source-text on the other. In the field of cultural
encounters, it envisages a Bakhtinian model which is proposed as an alternative to the existing interpretations that discuss the
cultural subtleties when two different cultures encounter each other. The overall framework of the book is Bakhtinian, that is, it
adopts a dialogic approach, and its main focus is the examination of a Western theoretical formulation through examples from
Indian literatures and cultural situations. Such an extension of Bakhtin’s ideas, especially to explore examples from Indian literary,
cultural and translational fields, has not yet received sufficient attention. The study is not only a unique endeavour in filling up the
lacunae, but also draws Bakhtin closer to the Indian literary condition.
The period in which we live is marked by increasingly frequent & intense cultural encounters of all kinds. In this concise book,
leading historian Peter Burke considers these phenomena, ranging over theories, practices, processes & events in a manner that
is as wide-ranging & vibrant as the topic at hand.
"This thesis aims to explore the nature of translation in cultural encounters between East and West, highlight equivalence and
adaptation as representative constitutive notions in that process, and discuss the considerations taken when rendering reality
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shows into Arabic versions. The data collected for this thesis comes from Season 1 Premieres of the U.S. reality show 'The
Biggest Loser' and its Arabic counterpart 'Alerabh Alakebr' (lit. 'The Biggest Winner'). Although a vital area of intercultural
communication, translation studies in this arena is complicated, sometimes ignored, and deemed insignificant or even frivolous.
Therefore limited concrete research focusing on this area of study even exists, which means a need to start acknowledging this
domain in order to find disciplines and results for further advancements and positive outcomes in the Arab media spectrum is
ideally necessary." -- Abstract, p. iii.
Pre-modern European history is replete with moments of encounter. At the end of arduous sea and land journeys, and en route,
Europeans met people who challenged their assumptions and certainties about the world. Some sought riches, others allies; some
looked for Christian converts and some aimed for conquest. Others experienced the forced cultural encounter of exile. Many
travelled only in imagination, forming ideas which have become foundational to modern mentalities: race, ethnicity, nation, and the
nature of humanity. The consequences were profound: both productive and destructive. At the beginning of the third millennium
CE we occupy a world shaped by those centuries of travel and encounter. This collection examines key themes and moments in
European cultural expansion. Unlike many studies it spans both the medieval and early modern periods, challenging the
stereotype of the post-Columbus 'age of discovery'. There is room too for examining cross-cultural relationships within Europe and
regions closely linked to it, to show that curiosity, conflict and transformation could result from such meetings as they did in more
far-flung realms. Several essays deal with authors, events, and ideas which will be unfamiliar to most readers but which deserve
greater attention in the history of encounter and exploration.
Translation is intercultural communication in its purest form. Its power in forming and/or deforming cultural identities has only
recently been acknowledged, given the attention it deserves. The chapters in this unique volume assess translation from Arabic
into other languages from different perspectives: the politics, economics, ethics, and poetics of translating from Arabic; a language
often neglected in western mainstream translation studies.
Translation is intercultural communication par excellence. It has the power to form and/or deform cultures through sustained
manipulation of the translation process and all that goes into it: from texts chosen for translation to the words used. But nowhere
has manipulation through translation been more damaging than in the cultural exchange of goods between the Arab/Islamic worlds
and the West. Drawing on this complex cultural relationship, the chapters in this volume address issues such as the rise of a
master discourse of translation; pseudo-translation; self-translation; and the historiography of translation.
This volume examines the ways that writers from the Caribbean, Africa, and the U.S. theorize and employ postcolonial memory in
ways that expose or challenge colonial narratives of the past, and shows how memory assumes particular forms and values in
post/colonial contexts in twenty and twenty-first-century works. The problem of contested memory and colonial history continues to
be an urgent and timely issue, as colonial history has served to crush, erase and manipulate collective and individual memories.
Indeed, the most powerful mechanism of colonial discourse is that which alters and silences local histories and even individuals’
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memories in service to colonial authority. Johnson and Brezault work to contextualize the politics of writing memory in the shadow
of colonial history, creating a collection that pioneers a postcolonial turn in cultural memory studies suitable for scholars interested
in cultural memory, postcolonial, Francophone and ethnic studies. Includes a foreword by Marianne Hirsch.
Essays commemorating 25 years of East Asian Studies at the University of Aarhus.
Discusses the challenges of intercultural communication inengineering, technical, and related professional fields Given today's globalized
technical and engineering environment,intercultural communication is an essential topic for engineers,other technical professionals, and
technical communicators tolearn. Engineering programs, in particular, need to think about howto address the ABET requirement for students
to develop globalcompetence and communication skills. This book will help readerslearn what intercultural communication is like in
theworkplace—which is an important first step in gainingintercultural competence. Through narratives based on the real experiences of
workingprofessionals, Negotiating Cultural Encounters: NarratingIntercultural Engineering and Technical Communication covers arange of
design, development, research, and documentationprojects—offering an authentic picture of today'sinternational workplace. Narrative
contributors present firsthandexperience and perspectives on the complexities and challenges ofworking with multicultural team members,
international vendors, anddiverse customers; additional suggested readings and discussionquestions provide students with information on
relevant culturalfactors and invite them to think deeply and critically about thenarratives. This collection of narratives: Responds to the need
for updated firsthand information inintercultural communication and will help us prepare workplaceprofessionals Covers various topics such
as designing e-commerce websites,localizing technical documentation, and translating workplacesafety materials Provides hands-on studies
of intercultural professionalcommunication in the workplace Is targeted toward institutions that train engineers fortechnical communication
tasks in diverse socioculturalenvironments Presents contributions from a diverse group ofprofessionals Recommends additional material for
further pursuit A book unlike any other in its field, Negotiating CulturalEncounters is ideal for all engineering and technicalcommunication
professionals seeking to better communicate theirideas and thoughts in the multicultural workplaces of theworld.
This unique work explores, through personal narratives, the overlapping and intermingling of cultures as well as the immense cultural
diversity across the world. This exploration inevitably questions notions of higher or lower cultures, and civilized or uncivilized peoples. Indeed
it questions the very concept of superiority amongst peoples. Apart from cross-cultural encounters, this work also discusses how various
democratic and non-democratic governments and organizations have attempted to conceal cross-cultural influences by inventing superiority,
purity, and authenticity of cultures and civilizations to the detriment of others. Yet cross-culture pollination, an ongoing process, always
reveals itself through the ignored cracks of history. The book shows that India is no exception and has been and continues to be porous. The
numerous examples of cross-pollination — with Algeria, Indonesia, Cambodia, to mention a few — force us to re-look cultural constructs and
indeed the very meaning of culture.
From 1895 to 1915, Chinese translations of Dickens's fiction first appeared as part of a growing interest in Western literature and culture
among Chinese intellectuals. Klaudia Hiu Yen investigates the multifarious ways in which Dickens’s works were adapted, reconfigured, and
transformed for the Chinese readership against the turbulent political and social conditions in the last stages of the Qing dynasty (1644-1912)
and the early Republic (1912-1949). Moving beyond the 'Response to the West’ model which often characterises East-West interactions, Lee
explores how Chinese intellectuals viewed Dickens’s novels as performing a particular social function; on occasion, they were used to
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advance the country’s social and political causes. Translation and adaptation became a means through which the politics and social values
of the original Dickens texts were undermined or even subverted. Situating the early introduction of Dickens to China within the broader field
of Victorian studies, Lee challenges some of the theoretical and conceptual underpinnings of the ’global’ turn, both in Dickens scholarship
and in Victorian studies in general.
This collection of studies treats the theme of cultural (and other) confrontations between different groups (ethnic, or linguistic, or political, or
religious...) within the Middle East, but also in some contributions, the types of confrontation between the West and the Middle East.
Cultural Encounters in Translated Children's Literature offers a detailed and innovative model of analysis for examining the complexities of
translating children's literature and sheds light on the interpretive choices at work in moving texts from one culture to another. The core of the
study addresses the issue of how images of a nation, locale or country are constructed in translated children's literature, with the translation
of Australian children's fiction into French serving as a case study. Issues examined include the selection of books for translation, the
relationship between children's books and the national and international publishing industry, the packaging of translations and the importance
of titles, blurbs and covers, the linguistic and stylistic features specific to translating for children, intertextual references, the function of the
translation in the target culture, didactic and pedagogical aims, euphemistic language and explicitation, and literariness in translated texts.
The findings of the case study suggest that the most common constructs of Australia in French translations reveal a preponderance of
traditional Eurocentric signifiers that identify Australia with the outback, the antipodes, the exotic, the wild, the unknown, the void, the end of
the world, the young and innocent nation, and the Far West. Contemporary signifiers that construct Australia as urban, multicultural,
Aboriginal, worldly and inharmonious are seriously under-represented. The study also shows that French translations are conventional,
conservative and didactic, showing preference for an exotic rather than local specificity, with systematic manipulation of Australian referents
betraying a perception of Australia as antipodean rural exoticism. The significance of the study lies in underscoring the manner in which a
given culture is constructed in another cultural milieu, especially through translated children's literature.
This multidisciplinary collection examines the connections between education, migration and translation across school and higher education
sectors, and a broad range of socio-geographical contexts. Organised around the themes of knowledge, language, mobility, and practice, it
brings together studies from around the world to offer a timely critique of existing practices that privilege some ways of knowing and
communicating over others. With attention to issues of internationalisation, forced migration, minorities and indigenous education, this volume
asks how the dominance of English in education might be challenged, how educational contexts that privilege bi- and multi-lingualism might
be re-imagined, what we might learn from existing educational practices that privilege minority or indigenous languages, and how we might
exercise ‘linguistic hospitality’ in a world marked by high levels of forced migration and educational mobility. As such, it will appeal to
scholars across the social sciences with interests in education, migration and intercultural communication.
Adapting fiction into film is, as author Cristina Della Coletta asserts, a transformative encounter that takes place not just across media but
across different cultures. In this book, Della Coletta explores what it means when the translation of fiction into film involves writers, directors,
and audiences who belong to national, historical, and cultural formations different from that of the adapted work. In particular, Della Coletta
examines narratives and films belonging to Italian, North American, French, and Argentine cultures. These include Luchino Visconti’s
adaptation of James M. Cain’s The Postman Always Rings Twice, Federico Fellini’s version of Edgar Allan Poe’s story "Never Bet the Devil
Your Head," Alain Corneau’s film based on Antonio Tabucchi’s Notturno indiano, and Bernardo Bertolucci’s take on Jorge Luis Borges’s
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"Tema del traidor y del héroe." In her framework for analyzing these cross-cultural film adaptations, Della Coletta borrows from the
philosophical hermeneutics of Hans-Georg Gadamer and calls for a "hermeneutics of estrangement," a practice of mediation and adaptation
that defines cultures, nations, selfhoods, and their aesthetic achievements in terms of their transformative encounters. Stories travel to
unexpected and interesting places when adapted into film by people of diverse cultures. While the intended meaning of the author may not be
perfectly reproduced, it still holds, Della Coletta argues, an equally valid and important intellectual claim upon its interpreters. With a firm
grasp on the latest developments in adaptation theory, Della Coletta invites scholars of media studies, cultural history, comparative literature,
and adaptation studies to deepen their understanding of this critical encounter between texts, writers, readers, and cultural movements.

This Book Shows How Translation, When Vigilantly And Critically Attended To, Becomes A Mean For Active Interrogation. An
Essential Read For Those Working On Translation, On Aspects Of Cross-Cultural Diversity And Cross-Cultural Encounters, On
Colonial And Post-Colonial Discourses - On Cultural Anthropology, And On Comparative Literature And Literary Analysis. Few
Illustrations In B&W, Text Clean, Condition Good.
The tales of the mi'raj describe the prophet Muhammad's journey through the heavens, his encounters with prophets and angels,
and his visit to heaven and hell. The tales are among Islam's most popular, appearing in Arabic, Persian, and Turkish literature,
and in later adaptations throughout the Muslim world. Often serving as narratives designed to promote the worldview of particular
Muslim groups, the tales were also a means for communities to construct rules of normative behavior and ritual practices, and
were used to assert the superiority of Islam over other religions. The essays in this collection discuss the formation of this
narrative, the mi'raj as a missionary text, its various adaptations, its application to esoteric thought, and its use in performance and
ritual. -- Book jacket.
Taking the flexible concept of “cultural encounter” as a starting point, this volume presents a variety of studies which focus on the
impact of encounters between cultures, groups, and individuals as it relates to ancient Jewish religion, culture, and society.
Staging Cultural Encounters tells stories about performances of cultural encounter and cultural exchange during the US tour of the
Algerian theater troupe Istijmam Culturelle in 2016. Jane E. Goodman follows the Algerian theater troupe as they prepare for and
then tour the U.S. under the auspices of the Center Stage program, sponsored by the US State Department to promote crosscultural dialogue and understanding. The title of the play Istijmam produced was translated as "Apples," written by Abdelkader
Alloula, a renowned Algerian playwright, director, and actor who was assassinated in 1994. Goodman take readers on tour with
the actors as they move from the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. to the large state universities of New Hampshire and
Indiana, and from a tiny community theater in small-town New England to the stage of the avant-garde La MaMa Theater in New
York City. Staging Cultural Encounters takes up conundrums of cross-cultural encounter, challenges in translation, and audience
reception, offering a frank account of the encounters with American audiences and the successes and disappointments of the
experience of exchange.
Greece and the Balkans explores the cultural relationships between Greece and other Balkan countries in the domains of
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language, literature, thought, translation, and music, and examines issues of identity and perception among the Balkan peoples
themselves. The essays bring together scholars from across a range of disciplines: historians, anthropologists, linguists and
musicologists with specialists on literature, translation, the history of ideas and religion. By raising issues of cultural hybridity, and
nationalist or pre-nationalist interpretations of culture and history it lays claim to a place in the context of studies on nationalism
and post-colonialism. Greece and the Balkans also contributes to a recognition of the Balkans as a site, like some postcolonial
ones, where identities have become fused, orientalism and eurocentrism blurred and where religion and modernity clashed and coexisted. By approaching cultural encounters between Greece and the Balkans from a fresh and informed perspective, it makes a
substantial contribution to the study of a rather neglected aspect in the history of a region which has suffered in the past from
narrow-minded, nationalistic arguments.
"Examining the cultural dynamics of translation and transfer, Cultural Transfer Reconsidered proposes new insights into both
epistemological and analytical questions raised in the research area of cultural transfer. Seeking to emphasize the creative
processes of transfer, Steen Bille Jørgensen and Hans-Jürgen Lüsebrink have invited specialized researchers to determine the
role of structures and agents in the dynamics of cultural encounters. With its particular focus on the North, as opposed to the
South, the volume problematizes national paradigms. Presenting various aspects of tri- and multilateral transfers involving
Scandinavian countries, Cultural Transfer Reconsidered opens perspectives regarding the ways in which textual, intertextual and
artistic practices, in particular, pave the way for postcolonial interrelatedness"-A radical reappraisal of the relationship between 'east' and 'west' is currently underway. Critical approaches to the early modern
period have too often tacitly assumed a binary opposition between a civilised Christendom and the encroaching barbarity of the
'infidel'. Whilst the conquest of Constantinople of 1453 did indeed became a potent symbol of Ottoman imperial ambition, the
complexity of the cultural negotiations in the myriad encounters - diplomatic, mercantile, religious and military - of the following
years refutes the Euro-centric assumptions of traditional historiography. 1453 to 1699: Cultural Encounters between East and
West seeks to bring together exciting new work in this emerging field from across the international academic community. The
product of a successful inter-disciplinary conference, this volume engages with fields of history, cultural studies, art history, literary
theory and anthropology, comprehensively remapping the complex contours of East-West encounters. In the light of current world
events, the need to historicise and contextualise this relationship is more urgent than ever.
Ukraine and Europe challenges the popular perception of Ukraine as a country torn between Europe and the east. Twenty-two
scholars from Europe, North America, and Australia explore the complexities of Ukraine's relationship with Europe and its role the
continent's historical and cultural development. Encompassing literary studies, history, linguistics, and art history, the essays in this
volume illuminate the interethnic, interlingual, intercultural, and international relationships that Ukraine has participated in. The
volume is divided chronologically into three parts: the early modern era, the 19th and 20th century, and the Soviet/post-Soviet
period. Ukraine in Europe offers new and innovative interpretations of historical and cultural moments while establishing a
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historical perspective for the pro-European sentiments that have arisen in Ukraine following the Euromaidan protests.
Cultural Encounters in Translation from ArabicMultilingual Matters
Medieval English romance considered as both cultural encounter itself, and as bearing witness to such encounter.
Examines the shape and shaping of sexual ideas and related scientific practices and cultural representations in parts of Europe,
Asia, the Middle East, and South America between the late 19th century and the years leading up to World War II, offering insights
on the intersections between sexuality and modernity in a range of disciplinary, cultural, and (trans)national contexts.
This book explores how Clara Janes's poetry mediates competing religious and cultural worldviews in the context of contemporary
Spain, a geo-political region that is experiencing new relationships as a member of the European Union and as a destination for
immigrants from diverse cultural and linguistic groups. Janes combines aesthetic innovation with a keen interest in cultural forms
from outside the traditional boundaries of the West, making her poetry particularly suited for a study of the changing relationships
in Spain between the West and its eastern or Oriental others. Previous critical studies have focused on feminist approaches to
Janes's oeuvre. This study seeks to expand those discussions through an analysis of the aesthetics of cultural otherness (rather
than simply gendered otherness) within Janes's prolific literary production. The first chapter addresses one of Janes's earliest
cross-cultural texts, Kampa (1986), which voices a literary encounter between a Spanish poetic speaker and the renowned Czech
poet Vladimir Holan. Kampa includes a musical and lyrical composition performed on tape, and its unconventional musical mode
offers an alternative to divisions between western and non-western literary and musical forms. The second chapter analyzes Divan
del opalo de fuego (O la leyenda de Layla y Machnun) (1996), a text that brings a famous Islamic legend about unification into the
Spanish literary tradition for the first time. The legend originated in ancient Bedouin poetry, and is as famous in the Islamic world
as Romeo and Juliet is in the West. Janes's Divan recalls the writings of San Juan de la Cruz and Petrarch, while singing the
praises of Islamic mystical forms. The work thus brings diverse literary and cultural traditions into dialogue. Janes's incorporation
of Islamic mystical forms is once again evident in the third chapter, dedicated to Los secretos del bosque (2002), but Islamic forms
are here set alongside Jewish, Christian, and Hindu philosophical and religious traditions. The text follows the stages of an
alchemical process, and the combination of scientific, literary, and religious discourse highlights the intricate cultural relationships
at the heart of Spain's and Janes's literary production. The final chapter considers the juxtapositions of western and eastern
philosophical traditions in Janes's most recent book of visual poetry, Espacios translucidos (2007). The work combines quotations
from diverse historical and cultural regions, photographs filled with signs, and mystical language. Several signs that Janes
mentions in the introduction (such as hieroglyphics and labyrinths) recall distant cultures and structures of belief that require (and
have instigated) monumental efforts to "read." In a similar way, the quotations, modified photographs, and mystical poetry in
Espacios translucidos exhibit an "otherness" that encourages new approaches to signs, cultural difference, and the self.
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